Lack of in vitro synergy between etoposide and cis-diamminedichloroplatinum(II).
Claims of synergy between etoposide and cisplatin have been based upon preclinical in vivo murine P388 models or upon human clinical trials in tumors such as lung cancer. Such in vivo studies are useful in exploring therapeutic synergy, i.e., an improved therapeutic strategy. The term "synergy" in this context is sometimes, however, taken to imply greater than additive kill of tumor cells. Unfortunately, it is virtually impossible to document supra-additive tumor cell kill in vivo, since in vivo curves of therapeutic effect are not linear and drugs are therefore not additive with themselves. Therapeutic synergy may, in fact, occur when two drugs are merely additive (or even antagonistic) with regard to cytotoxicity if the drugs have nonoverlapping host toxicity. The demonstration of true supra-additive cell kill would imply an interaction of the two agents at a cellular level and would have profound implications for biochemical studies. In order to determine whether the reported therapeutic synergy of etoposide and cisplatin is due, in part, to supra-additive cell kill, we used an in vitro tetrazolium-based colorimetric assay for cytotoxicity (MTT assay) and an isobologram analysis to test combinations of the two drugs against four human small cell and four human non-small cell lung carcinoma lines. Using a rigorous test for in vitro synergy, we could not establish a greater than additive cytotoxic effect on our cell lines. It thus appears that the clinical synergy between etoposide and cisplatin is not due to a supra-additive effect at the cellular level. Our results have implications for a variety of fields in which claims of "synergy" often appear.